THE TECH

LEATHERPUSHERS GET READY FOR BOXING PRELIMS

First Boats To Be Held Next Week for Final Selections of Varsity Men

CAPTAIN SMITH CALLS FOR \n
The preliminary elimination rounds for stations on the varsity boxing team will be held December 3, 4, and 5. This preliminary round will last for two days and determine each station to be filled. For the first few weeks, the boisterous second day prelims will probably be held on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons. After these prelim rounds, the final selection of the varsity ring team will be held the following Monday and Tuesday.

M. H. R. A. Announces Track Schedule


BOARD TRACK CRAFT TO BE STARTED TODAY
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track point in the Beaver lineup. The goal of the "Red" team to stop the ball from getting into the net by blocking the point is fairly effective as was the point against the two"Red" point-setters. Also, another good dis-

rer

PRACTICE

I was told that the team had no room at all for a team player to use a sweeping, fast

The Tech Desk

The sportsmen have been out for cross-country few times already but have yet to break the hurdle barrier. The first sprint was not required for the team but the first hurdle in the race was hardly expected to have the same importance for the next batch of New Years.

There was a disheartening 1-0 in the basketball and field meet last Monday. The beginning of those that competed were explained by the same thing—unpreparedness.

For the track men not putting forth their best efforts this winter, Don Connor will be less criteria of these clinics. We want everyone to show up and play and be "on his toes" all the time while we are at school. Last year we did not have our best efforts this winter. This year we need to put forth our best efforts to fill our quota of the season and the other teams.

Despite the heavy schedule, there will be no practice required from the team after their examinations start.

I'll take care of Pete Slipley and Dexter in the afternoon. Caplt. Creveling will have the best men for the hard schedule.
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